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A B S T R A C T

With the maturity of CMOS technologies and their use for various digital, analog and RF applications, some
additional effects must be modeled or enhanced to improve the accuracy of SPICE models. Non-Quasi-Static
(NQS) effect is one of them; this paper proposes here to present a pragmatic NQS approach adapted to L-UTSOI
model and compared to TCAD simulation, segmented model and experimental data.
1. Introduction

The Fully-Depleted Silicon On Insulator (FDSOI) technologies are
deployed for a wide range of Radio Frequency (RF) applications at
high frequency operation. Usually, the surface potential based com-
pact models of MOSFET (implemented in SPICE) are built within the
Quasi-Static (QS) approximation, which means that continuity equa-
tion has no temporal dependence and consequently carriers are not
dynamically affected along the channel. This paper describes the recent
improvements of L-UTSOI standard model by the adaptation of the
Non-Quasi-Static Relaxation Time Approximation (NQS-RTA) model
from literature [1–3] to enhance it. This new feature has been validated
and confronted to the TCAD simulation, segmented model methodology
(which is the usual SPICE technique to include very accurately NQS
effect) and silicon experimental data.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we focus on the
review of different techniques, which are the main motivation of the
choice of NQS-RTA approach. In Section 3, we present the new physical
insights included in L-UTSOI model version relative to NQS effect.
Finally, Section 4, NQS-RTA solution is formally illustrated, discussed
and compared with TCAD, segmented case and experimental datas.

2. NQS SPICE modeling: between complexity and efficiency

Under a high-frequency operation, the charge modulation in MOS-
FET may no longer follow the signal instantaneously, leading to a
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so-called Non-Quasi-Static (NQS) effect. It has been largely explored in
literature for SPICE, analytical or small-signal modeling where different
models or methodologies have been proposed [1–9] .

From a SPICE model usage point of view, the most accurate solution
is to break down the MOSFET in 𝑁 equal channel segments using
an appropriate methodology for parameter setting and physical effects
activation [7,8]. Independently of the runtime that is, strictly speaking,
dependent of the number of transistors (i.e. segments) solved in SPICE
netlist, the main limitation of the segmented model is the parameter
extraction adapted to all physical phenomena (such as SCE, DIBL, GIDL,
saturation velocity . . . ) that cannot be topologically segmented (such
as low field mobility). For example, constant part of source or drain
resistance is externally set (RSW1 parameter in L-UTSOI [10] is replace
by external resistance at source and drain of equivalent circuit), but the
corresponding voltage dependencies are more difficult to handle (RSGO
parameter in L-UTSOI [10]).

Another method is the spline collocation-based approach [4,5]
where the 1D current continuity equation is solved. In practice, the user
chooses the number of channel partitions that defines the number of
collocation points. The channel charge density is then approximated by
a cubic spline through these collocation points. Each collocation point
(up to 9 in PSP model through SWNQS parameter [5]) corresponds
to an additional RC branch where an equivalent number of internal
nodes (in addition to modeling equation) is necessary to achieve a
good accuracy with respect to the segmented model. Even if the
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Fig. 1. (a) segmented topology and (b) equivalent circuit used to emulate NQS-RTA model and superimposed to the MOSFET.

Fig. 2. Validation of segmented model (line) with TCAD (symbol) for long and wide device (W = L = 1 μm, Tox = 2 nm, Tsi = 10n andTbox = 25n). linear and saturate IDS vs
VGS in lin. (a) and log. (b) scale, (c) IDS vs VDS for different VGS and (d) Cgg vs VGS at 10 kHz.
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Fig. 3. Comparison between TCAD (symbol), segmented (dashed line) and NQS-RTA model (line) for long and wide device (W = L = 1 μm, Tox = 2 nm, Tsi = 10n and Tbox =
25n). (a) TCAD, seg. and NQS-RTA Cgg vs VGS and VBS (Freq. = 10 kHz), 2 port S-parameter TCAD, Quasi-Static (QS), seg. and NQS-RTA (b) Cgg = imag(Y.11)/2.𝜋.f and (c)
gm = real(Y.21-Y.12).
parameter extraction is not affected (only extra mobility parameter
MUNQS is used for the transition frequency modulation), the spline
collocation-based approach is difficult to apply to models such as L-
UTSOI without compromising the runtime efficiency and the robustness
of the simulations.

Finally, the most popular simplified approach is the use of Relax-
ation Time Approximation (RTA), which reduces the extra runtime and
improves convergence, but with lower accuracy [1–3]. The principle is
3

to use an extra subcircuit to have direct translation of RTA equation
into basic circuit element (parallel RC network) where the node gives
the value of the time dependent charge (modulate by the time constant
or relaxation time 𝜏). With this approach, only one additional node is
required and the topology of transistor and QS calculation is preserved
at low frequency. Initial implementation [1,2] used a QS calculation of
the partition from the inversion charge to drain charge, but as explained
in [3], it is more efficient to apply the RTA to both the inversion and
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Fig. 4. Comparison between TCAD (symbol) and NQS-RTA model (line) around the transition frequency (Ft) for long and wide device (W = L = 1 μm, Tox = 2 nm, Tsi = 10n
and Tbox = 25n). 2 port S-parameter TCAD and NQS-RTA (b) Cgg = imag(Y.11)/2.𝜋.f and (c) gm = real(Y.21-Y.12).
drain charges. This is to avoid any trouble by introducing intermediate
extra calculation of QS partition of the total inversion charge on drain
charge.

The limitation of this approach is his own empirical view of NQS
effect through one RC network. Physically NQS effect should not only
model through unique relaxation time over the whole frequency range
operation as explained in [1–3]. Even if corresponding relaxation model
include drift and diffusion part to capture polarization dependence; this
is not sufficient for whole frequency variation.

3. Segmented and RTA model in L-UTSOI

L-UTSOI is the first available standard compact model able to
describe the behavior of an ultra-thin body and BOX FDSOI transistor
including strongly inverted back interface [10,11]. Regarding NQS
modeling, we firstly illustrate the segmented model case with ten
segments (cf. fig 1.a) by using similar methodology as [7]. In practice
for L-UTSOI, several parameters of each device’s segment are similar as
initial model or simply scaled with respect to the number of segments
𝑁 (i.e. Lseg = L/N). The most critical point is the adaptation to
other non-segmentable feature as mentioned earlier (velocity saturation
or channel length modulation). This means that the value of each
parameter extracted on initial device vs segmented device is not the
same or/and there are no segmentation rule.
4

As depicted in Fig. 2, we reproduce exactly the TCAD [12] simu-
lation results on the DC and CV. Likewise as illustrated on Fig. 3, we
reproduce also accurately the frequency dependent figures of merit for
large frequency.

However, as explained in the previous part, this approach has
some limitations (runtime due to multiplication of model instances,
complexity in parameters extraction strategy ...). Thus, we propose
to use the NQS-RTA in L-UTSOI. The global topology is illustrated in
Fig. 1.b where the corresponding RTA equations is solved for 𝑄𝑖 and
𝑄𝐷 by the circuit simulator thanks to the use of internal nodes:

𝜕𝑄𝑥
𝜕𝑡

= −
𝑄𝑥 −𝑄𝑄𝑆

𝑥
𝜏

(1)

where 𝑄𝑥 is charge at node x, QS index is for Quasi-Static and 𝜏 is the
relaxation time. The relaxation time is given by Eq. (2) similar to [2-3]:

1
𝜏
=

𝜇𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝐿

(

𝐾𝐷𝑅𝐼𝐹𝑇 ⋅
𝑄𝑖
𝐶𝑜𝑥

+𝐾𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹 ⋅ 𝑢𝑡

)

(2)

where 𝜇𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the low field mobility, L is the channel length, 𝐶𝑜𝑥 is the
oxide capacitance, 𝑄𝑖 is the inversion charge, 𝑢𝑡 is the thermal voltage
and KDRIFT & KDIFF are model parameters corresponding to the drift
and diffusion current components.

An empirical pole is added to improve a little bit the accuracy
through the partition parameter 𝛼 ∈ [0,1] with an associated relaxation
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Fig. 5. Comparison between segmented (dashed line) and NQS-RTA model (line) for long and wide device (W = L = 1 μm, Tox = 2 nm, Tsi = 10n and Tbox = 25n). (a) Cgg =
imag(Y.11)/2.𝜋.f and (b) gm = real(Y.21-Y.12).
time 𝐾𝛼 . Thus, Eqs. (3) and (4) represent the final temporal part of the
terminal currents:

𝐼𝐷𝑆 ∝ −1
𝜏
⋅ 𝑉 (𝐷𝑛𝑞𝑠) (3)

𝐼𝐺𝑆 ∝ −1
𝜏
⋅
(

𝑉 (𝐺𝑛𝑞𝑠) +
𝑉 (𝐺𝑛𝑞𝑠2)

𝐾𝛼

)

(4)

where 𝐷𝑛𝑞𝑠, 𝐺𝑛𝑞𝑠 and 𝐺𝑛𝑞𝑠2 represent nodes of equivalent circuit in
Fig. 1.b.

4. Simulation results and discussion

Following the equivalent circuit, the global implementation of the
model is reachable and one has only to care about the collapse of the
internal node when NQS is deactivated to avoid any extra runtime.
Fig. 3.b and 3.c illustrate clearly the good accuracy of NQS-RTA model
up to twice the transition frequency. Specifically Fig. 4 illustrates
the comparison between TCAD and NQS-RTA model around transition
frequency to highlight the compromise of such solution. Interestingly
on Fig. 5.a and 5.b, the model is also able to capture the back bias
dependence, including the back channel inversion charge since the
inversion charge (𝑄𝑖) naturally includes this effect as well as the low
field mobility (𝜇𝑒𝑓𝑓 ). Note that global extraction strategy is: firstly
extract QS current and charge (TOX, TBOX, fringing capacitance . . . on
CV and mobility, SCE, DIBL . . . on current) and secondly using KDRIFT,
KDIFF parameter to extract frequency dependence.
5

Fig. 6 is a comparison on long and wide experimental device on
28 nm FDSOI. We show here for a full range of VDS and VGS, the
capability of the NQS-RTA model to reproduce measurements. Note
that QS extraction (low frequency) is not illustrated here through IV
and CV, but follows the usual extraction flow, only KDRIFT and KDIFF
are extracted on the frequency dependence figure of merits. Note that in
practice these 2 NQS related parameters have geometrical dependence
to ensure a good model scalability.

Fig. 7 shows the simulation of ‘‘killer’’ NOR gate circuit which is
a good benchmark of interest for NQS effect [4] and to illustrate the
effect of such model on transients. The large peak, observed in QS
condition due to a non physical current from the top transistor, is
strongly reduced when we use the NQS model. As expected, this peak
modulation is directly dependent on the model’s parameters setting
(KDRIFT and KDIFF).

Even if only longer channel are illustrated in present paper, this
comparison is done to have a clear view of NQS-RTA model’s lim-
itations against TCAD. As expected for shorter channels, transition
frequency increases and comparison is more favorable.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented the recent enhancements brought
to L-UTSOI model to enlarge his capability for RF applications. Starting
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Fig. 6. Normalized experiments from 28 nm technology (symbol) vs NQS-RTA model (line) for long and wide device on 2 port S-parameter measurement and simulation: Gm =
real(Y.21-Y.12), Cgg = imag(Y.11)/2.𝜋.f and imag(Y.21-Y.12) vs Frequency for VGS = 0.0 .. 0.9 V at VDS = 0.05 V (a, d and g), VDS = 0.45 V (b, e and h) and VDS = 0.9 V (c,
f and i).
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Fig. 7. Practical illustration of NQS-RTA model on circuit simulation. (a) ‘‘Killer’’ NOR Gate circuit used to illustrate the interest of NQS-RTA model, (b) comparison of the
simulated voltage at node X of the killer NOR gate using the Quasi-Static (QS without any frequency dependence) and the NQS-RTA models and (c) zoom on the glitch itself.
from presentation of different technique to mimic NQS effect in SPICE
modeling, we chose to adapt the well-known NQS-RTA approach.

By comparison with segmented model and experimental data, we
have illustrated the frequency dependence limitation and accuracy of
such model. As mentioned in previous paper this approach is a first
order solution [1–3], the successful adaptation of NQS-RTA model
in L-UTSOI is the right compromise between runtime, accuracy and
simplicity in comparison to the segmented model, while preserving
the description of back interface inversion. Note that NQS-RTA imple-
mentation is an ‘‘end of code’’ modification which is relatively ‘‘light’’
in term of implementation. Simulations of 11 stages Ring Oscillator
Fan-Out 4 on different SPICE simulators with same library given same
frequency shows an average runtime increase around 20%.
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